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EDITOR'S NOTE 

SHORTLY after the discovery of the fragment of 
St. John's Gospel, the Librarian drew my atten

to a large and unexamined collection of 
papyri purchased for the Library by Dr. Rendel 
Harris in I 9 I 7. I was able to inspect them on 

visit to Manchester last December, on Dr. 
Guppy's invitation, and found that the collection 
included a considerable nu.mber of theological and 
literary texts. This has necessitated a change in 
the plans for the Catalogue; Volume III will 

consist entirely of literary and theological 
fragments (including those acquired in I920 

through the late Dr. Grenfell), and will, it is 
hoped, appear in the course of next year: 
Volume IV will eventually include all the re
maining documents, both those acquired through 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 

Dr. Harris and those originally intended for 
Volume III. The Ptolemaic text edited here 
was among the papyri purchased in 1917; its 
unusual character has been thought to entitle 
it to an early publication and it is accompanied 
by another text of some interest to students of a 
field of Biblical study, the pioneer in which was 
Dr. Harris, to whom the Library owes its pos
session of these papyri. 

C. H. R. 

Oxford, July, 1936. 
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A PTOLEMAIC PAPYRUS OF 

DEUTERONOMY 1 


I 

THE history of the Greek version of the Old 
Testament has gained much from the discoveries 
of the past fifty years, although these have been 
cast into the shade by the more sensational addi
tions to our knowledge of the New Testament and 
the problems, at once more intricate and more 

1 I wish to thank the following gentlemen for their 
assistance in the preparation of this article: Sir Herbert 
Thompson, who very kindly came to Oxford and read 
the Demotic fragments, and later sent me a report 
(printed below, p. 17) upon them; Mr. G. R. Driver, 
whom I consulted on the relation of the papyrus to the 
Hebrew, and to whom I am indebted for some helpful 
suggestions about the text; Dr. H. I. Bell, with whom 
I have had the advantage of discussing several of the 
problems raised by the text. 
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TWO BIBLICAL PAPYRI 

important, that they have aroused. 1 Conspicuous 
among these discoveries was that in 1930 2 of the 
Chester Beatty papyri, which have enriched the 
study of the Old no less than that of the New 
Testament. It is not the least interesting feature 
in this collection that a codex containing Numbers 
and Deuteronomy could be assigned to the second 
century A.D. and probably to the first half of it ; 
so that the darkness that hides the early history 
of the Septuagint 3 has been pushed back some 
two hundred years. The fragments of papyrus 
published here, although far from extensive, and 
adding relatively little to the solution of particular 
difficulties of the text, can claim a unique place 

1 For a survey of recent work in both fields, see Sir. 
Frederic Kenyon's Schweich Lectures for 1932, Recent 
Developments in the Textual Criticism of the Greek Bible. 

2 The Chester Beatly Biblical Papyri, edited by Sir 
Frederic Kenyon, fasc. i-v, London, 1932-5. For the date 
of the codex containing Numbers and Deuteronomy, 
see Wilcken in Archivfur Papyrusforschung, xi, p. I 12. 

3 It should be mentioned that one fragment of a 
second century MS. of the LXX was published some 
years earlier, P. Baden 56, containing part of Exodus viii. 
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in the long list of Biblical discoveries; we can say 
with practical certainty that the MS. of which 
they formed a part was written in the second 
century B.C. and probably near the middle of the 
century. These fragments, then, are earlier by 
some three hundred years than any other MS. of 
any part of the Bible/ and are, moreover, of more 
than sentimental interest since they enable us to 
reach a definite conclusion about the type of text 
circulating in Egypt about a hundred years after 
the first translation had been made in Alexandria. 
This must be the excuse not only for the separate 
publication of this papyrus, but also for the some
what lengthy introduction that precedes it. 

II 

Enclosed in the bundle of miscellaneous papyri 
purchased for the Library in 1917 by Dr. Rendel 
Harris was an envelope containing two pieces of 

1 Not only of the Greek Bible, since the earliest 
Hebrew MS. (excluding the Nash Papyrus of the second 
century A.D., which is probably liturgical: see below, 
p. 27) is not earlier than the ninth century A.D. 
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cartonnage (the papyrus wrapping used for the 
mummies either of human beings or occasionally, 
as at Tebtunis, of the sacred crocodiles 1), the larger 
of which measured some 10 x 6 cm. ; it was accom
panied by no indication either of the place of 
origin or of the dealer from whom the papyrus 
was purchased. In this context it may be 
worth while to recall Grenfell's description 2 of 
the method by which papyri of every kind were 
converted into funerary 'rag' and to which our 
knowledge of the life and literature of Ptolemaic 
Egypt is so largely indebted. "When rolls of 
papyri were used for mummy cartonnage," he 
wrote, "they were cut into sheets or strips of 
varying sizes, and three or four thicknesses were 
glued together, so as to form a kind of papier
macke. Then the outside was covered with a 

1 v. P. Teb. I, introd. VI-VII. Most of the papyri 
recovered from the mummies of the sacred crocodiles 
"at Tebtunis were used not as wrapping, but as stuffing 
for the inside or the throat. 

2 In a paper read to the Classical Association of 
Ireland in March, 1918. 
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coating of plaster and decorated with paint; 
and various pieces of the cartonnage were placed 
on or round the head, breast, and legs of the 
mummy outside the cloth wrappings. Papyrus 
was only used in this way as a background for 
plaster in the decoration of mummies during the 
three centuries preceding Christ; at other periods 
cloth or plaster alone was employed." The task 
of separating the various strata-no less than six 
-of which the lump of cartonnage was composed 
was complicated in this case by the fact that, 
instead of consisting of layers of regularly cut 
papyrus, the cartonnage proved to be an amalgam 
of small scraps, with one or two larger pieces, 
torn rather than cut, and placed haphazardly 
one on top of the other-evidence that the work 
was hurriedly done and that the mummy was 
probably that of one of the poorer members of 
society. Worse still, the fragments had been 
twisted and folded, with the strange result that 
the fragment of the Deuteronomy text which 
appears in the photograph was found with a strip 

13 
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of a roll containing Iliad, Book I, wrapped round 
it-a discovery which to another age might well 
have seemed symbolic of the history of Judaism 
in Egypt and of material support to those who 
have thought the civilisations of Judaea and 
Hellas not irreconcilable. The remains of plaster 
on top of the cartonnage were quickly removed 
by acetic acid, but the usual methods of separ
ating the pieces of papyri by moistening them 
with warm water or by applying a hot iron 
through a dampened cloth were unavailing, and 
eventually, such was the resistance of the gum 
with which they had been liberally coated, the 
only solvent was found to be to immerse them 
in water at boiling-point for some sixty seconds. 
This drastic procedure was successful and luckily 
resulted in no material damage either to papyrus 
or ink. (It should be said that the two pieces 
of cartonnage did not, as far as I could tell, touch 
at any point, but fragments both of the Deuter
onomy and of the other texts were recovered from 
both, so that it has not seemed worth while to 
preserve the distinction between them.) 

PAPYRUS OF DEUTERONOMY 

III 

The small collection of fragments yielded by 
the cartonnage was sufficiently heterogeneous. 
Apart from a number of scraps of Greek and 
Demotic documents too minute to be of any 
interest (and it may be noted that of the 
Demotic papyri only two, and of the Greek only 
one was larger than the fragment of Deuter
onomy which appears in the photograph, while 
the document (c) was found in three separate 
pieces), the list of the texts recovered is as 
follows :

(I) Fragments of at least four separate columns 
of a roll containing the Book of Deuteronomy. 

(2) Six fragments, the largest of which measures 
12 X 3 em., of a roll containing Iliad, Book I; 
the surviving fragments cover 11. 92 sqq., 244
250, 252 sqq. One of these, containing part of 
n. 244-250., is reproduced as (b) in the plate.1 

1 These and the other literary fragments will appear 
in the forthcoming third volume of the Catalogue of 
Greek Papyri in the Rylands Library. 
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(3) Two pieces, perhaps of a tragedy, both 
small; if the citations of a.1>(}'TO~ in the tragic 
lexica are complete, the play is 110t extant. 

(4) One fragment, probably of a historical 
work. 

(5) A larger piece, but badly mutilated; ap
parently lyric verse. 

(6) Part of an account, reproduced as (c) in 
the plate. Two or three other pieces of the 
same or a similar document were also found, but 
as they add nothing, except, at the best, parts 
of names, they need no further consideration. 

(7) A number of Demotic fragments of which 
six offer a legible text: for these, see Sir Herbert 
Thompson's report below (p. 17)' 

Finally, before being thrown away as waste 
paper and converted into mummy cartonnage, 
the verso of the Deuteronomy roll was used for 
the writing of some account or memorandum; 
the hand is large and sprawling and very little 
that is legible survives (a transcript of the text 
on the verso of fragment (d) of the Deuter

16 
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onomy appears below). But this fact is of 
some importance when we come to consider the 
date of the Deuteronomy text; for the presump~ 
tion is that the Greek and Demotic documents, 
and perhaps also the other literary fragments, 
are contemporary not with the Deuteronomy 
text, but with the account written on the verso. 
This gains in importance when we reflect that 
a manuscript of the Books of the Law was not 
likely to have been so degraded very soon after 
it was written. 

IV 

With this abundant and varied material it is 
disappointing that no precise indication either 
of date or provenance is forthcoming. It will 
be convenient to state first the meagre evidence 
obtainable from the Demotic fragments: I give Sir 
Herbert Thompson's report verbatim: "Among 
the Demotic fragments, all very small, there are 
only six which offer a legible text. These are 
all in different hands, and all seem to have 
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originally formed parts of lists of names, mostly 
followed by numbers. None is part of a literary 
text, and none contains a date or a place

name.... With respect to their date on palreo
graphical grounds, they are undoubtedly 'Late 
Ptolemaic,' by which is meant between the ac

cession of Philometor in 181 B.C. and the death 

of Soter II in 80 B.C., later than which hardly 
.. any dated Demotic documents are known till 

Roman times. A possible earlier date cannot 
however be excluded. The only indication of 
provenance is that among the names which occur, 
viz. Phib, Peteharwer (or -harmin), Psenese (twice), 
P-lme (?), there is found twice a name begin

ning with St ... (the rest being lost). This 
can at this period only be Setwoti = !'TOTO~TtC;, 
a name very common in the Fayum and very 
scarce elsewhere, and so far it is an indication, 

though not a decisive one, that these Demotic 
fragments come from the Fayum." 

When we come to the Greek papyri, naturally 
we can expect little help from the literary texts. 
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None of them have any writing on the verso; 

all of them, though by different scribes, show 

writing of the same general type (an example 

of it-RiadJ I, 244-250-may be seen in the 
photograph (no. b)). The style of these frag
ments is very different from that of the Deuter
onomy text and, to my mind, distinctly later; 
I should prefer to regard it as contemporary 
with the verso rather than with the recto of the 
latter. It may be compared with that of the 
Laterculi Alexandrini published by Diels 1 and at
tributed variously to the later second or the 

early first century B.C., or with that of P. Teb. 3, a 
collection of epigrams assigned to the early first 

century B.C. Of the documentary fragments the 
only one of any importance is that which appears 

as (c) in the photograph. This belongs to a well
known type of hand which can be assigned with 
some confidence to the end of the second century 

B.C.; the nearest parallel I have been able to find 

1 Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften, 

19°4· 
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is a record of a lawsuit (the process of Hermias) 
preserved in the Louvre (Papyrus Grec 15: plate 
in the Palreographical Society, Series II, 181) • 

This document is dated 120-1 19 B.C. and might 
almost have been written by the very scribe 
who wrote this fragmentary account (if. 'Epp.tov 

in 1. 5 of the Louvre text with the same name 
in our document). The text of the account or 
list of names is as follows (omitting 11. I -3, which 
are in another hand and of which very little 
survives) :-

EpyEVS'[ 

5 :tt<tJVLS' Kov8[ 

EpILtov[ 

ITETov/3aO"TtS' ~. [ 

0"7Tov811S' ~[ 
Ap7Ta11O"£S' . [ 

10 	 EplLtOV AO"p':~7T. [ 

ITAaTEV~ [ 

VOIL11() p.:[ 

5 	 :tL<tJVtS'. This name does not appear to have 
occurred before: Kov8[<tJvoS'J may be supplied 
(v. Preisigke, Namenbuch) or possibly KOVOVAOV. 

20 
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8 0"7Tov811S" Possibly a tax: a tax of this 
name on garden land is known to have 
existed in the Roman period and there is 
a strong presumption that it was Ptolemaic 
in origin (if. P. R yl. Gk. II, 2 I 6, I 28 note). 
Or it may have its more common meaning 
of libation. 

10 

I I 

AO"p.a7T • [ : no such name is recorded in the 
Namenbuch. The reading is uncertain, but 
AO"KA11 7T[ta8ovJ cannot be read. 
Or perhaps ITAaywc;. Both names are other
wise unknown. 

The writing on the verso of fragment (d) of 
the Deuteronomy text, perhaps an account of 
expenditures, reads: 

17T7TaA<tJ'[ 

KaL ?£( )8. 9 .. [ 
EtS' T? ~ (ETOC;) iT€. [ 

l7T7TEV~[ 

T? E7Tt T1'J~ [•••Jg{ 

The "second year" referred to here in 1. 3 
might be that of Ptolemy Soter II (116-115 B.C.): 

the name 17T7TwO[11c; 1J is not otherwise known. 
21 
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On other small scraps several of the names 
which figure in the account reappear and with 
them a few new ones, e.g. Tf(.()~, [IIJeTov,B(I.<TT'~, 

[JovOE'V~, [Hp(l.}CAE"£8'1~; it is perhaps worth noting 
that none of these names is Jewish. To sum up 
the evidence which we so far considered, we may 
say (i) that there are grounds for thinking that 
the provenance of these texts is the Fayum, (ii) 
that it is probable that they, i.e. the documen
tary and Demotic fragments and probably the 
other literary texts as well, were written near 
the end of the second century B.C. 

V 
It is time to consider what conclusions, if any, 

about the date of the Deuteronomy manuscript 
can be drawn from the text itself. The hand 
is a book hand, stylised and careful and of con
siderable elegance, if rather formal; its most 
striking feature is the use of decorative serifs, 
particularly noticeable on v, v and T. At first 
sight it has a somewhat archaic appearance, 
but this may well be deceptive and the formal 
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character of the hand as a whole must be taken 
into consideration. The family to which this 
hand belongs is by no means unknown; its place 
in the development of the Greek book hand is 
somewhere between that of the Petrie Pkaedo 
(Schubart, Grieckiscke Paliiograpkie, Abb. 67) of the 
third century B.C. and that of the Berlin Hypereides 
(ibid. Abb. 72), attributed by Schubart to the first 
century B.C.; probably it is nearer to the latter 
than to the former, though it may be noted that 
in the Hypereides papyrus, while E" is similar to 
that found in P. Ryl. Gk. 458, the (I., p. and v are 
of a distinctly later type. Some more examples 
of this style have recently been published in the 
third volume (part I) of the Tebtunis papyri; 
the scripts that seem to me to resemble P. Ryl. 
Gk. 458 most closely are that of P. Teb. 697, 
a manuscript of Odyssey IV and V of the second 
century B.C. written in a formal and upright 
hand, and that of P. Teb. 692, some fragments 
of Sophocles' Inackus, which came from the same 
mummy as did a document (P. Teb. 783) of the 
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middle of the century. In conclusion, then, we 
may say that P. Ry1. Gk. 458 may be securely 
assigned to the second century B.C. and was prob
ably written not much later, if at all, than the 
middle of that century. Such a conclusion would 
not clash with the other evidence; for it is the 
verso and not the recto that is contemporary with 
the documents and it is a priori improbable that 
such a manuscript would be lightly or quickly 
thrown away. 

As might be expected from the beauty of its 
handwriting, in other respects also P. R yl. Gk. 458, 
at least in its original condition, was an unusually 
handsome manuscript. The papyrus itself is light 
in colour, of a fine texture and with an even 
surface; the spacing is generous and the upper 
margin (as is clear from fragment (c) ) measured 
at least 3'5 cm. If, as is likely, fragment (d) 
belongs to the same column as fragment (c), we 
should have to allow for a column of rather 
more than 30 lines and c. 28 cm. in height; 
the length of a line of text, with an average of 
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27 letters to the line would be c. 10 cm.l But 
what is palreographically of most interest about 
the text is the scribe's system of punctuation, or 
rather of interspacing. As can be seen from the 
photograph of fragment (b) the writer regularly 
leaves a space not only at the end of a verse or 
sentence, but at the end of a IeWAOV or group of 
words. At the end of a verse, as in 1. 14, a 
wider space is left and a high point added; 
otherwise the writer's principle seems to be to 
leave a fairly large space at the end of a sentence 
or clause (if, 11. 20 and 2 I in the photograph) 
and a smaller one at the end of a group of 
words. The interspacing does not seem to follow 
the sense of the passage; for example, there is 

a gap in 1. 35: [leat at OvyaT€JpES' [ SES[op..EVat leTA, 

and none where we should expect it after yvvaZlea 

in 1. 8. But there is no attempt at word division. 
As a rule Greek manuscripts make very few 

1 For rolls of this format, which were commonly, but 
not always de luxe editions, see Schubart, Das Buch bei den 
Griechen und ROTMm2

, pp. 57, 59. 
25 d 
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concessions to the reader, and though spaces might 
be left at the end of a paragraph in lieu of a 
stop, no Greek literary papyrus that I know of 
(apart from the exception mentioned below) has 
a system resembling this.l Later on, word divi
sion is found in Latin texts, and an irregular 
spacing between clauses or groups of words may 
sometimes be noticed in Greek documents; our 
text, however, shows no sign of documentary 
influence and we cannot ascribe to this cause the 
systematic use of it found here. But it may be 
noticed that the scribe of the recently acquired 
Apocryphal Gospel in the British Museum (P. 
Egerton 2) employed roughly the same system, 
although the pauses appear to be less frequent 
and to correspond more to definite breaks in 

1 For the complete absence of word division in Greek 
literary texts, see Schubart, oft. cit., pp. 80 and 180; the 
only exception known to me is an unpublished fragment 
ofhexameter verse in the Rylands collection, but the hand
writing suggests that it may have been a school text 
(if. the example given by Schubart, p. 180, of a school 
text in which the words are divided by vertical strokes). 
For interspacing between sentences, see ibid., p. 85· 
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the sense; perhaps, too, it is to be recognised 
in P. Ryl. Gk. 457 (the second-century fragment of 
St. John'S Gospel).l Possibly it may be due to 
Aramaic influence, as word division is found in 

the Aramaic papyri of the fifth century B.C.; Mr. 
G. R. Driver, whom I consulted on this point, 
wrote as follows: "The Aramaic papyri leave 
gaps between the words and early Hebrew in
scriptions often have dots between words; but, 
as the LXX often misdivide words (e.g. take the 

plural ending -m as the preposition m- attached 
proclitically to the following noun), it is fairly 
certain that their Hebrew text had no or few 
divisions between the words." The Nash papy
rus, however-a Hebrew text, probably liturgical, 
which contains the Decalogue and the Shema 
and was written not later than the second 
century A.D. 2-has spacing between words but no 

1 Prof. E. Fraenkel first pointed this out to me, but it 
is fur less clearly marked in this text and probably the 
scribe only employed it at the end of clauses. 

2 First published by S. A. Cook in The Proceedings of 
the Socie{y for Biblical ArchdJology, 1903, pp. 34-56. See 
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verse division. At any rate, this system did not 
last long, for, apart from the two texts already 
mentioned, it is not to be found in Biblical 
manuscripts; its origin may perhaps be due to 
Aramaic influence or if, as is possible, this roll 
was the property of some Jewish synagogue, to 
the exigencies of public reading. 

There are no abbreviations in the papyrus. 
It is unfortunate that the word K..JpLO~, which 
alone of the nomina sacra occurs frequently. in 
the passages of text represented here, is nowhere 
extant; but there is good reason for thinking 
(v. note to 1. 27) that it was not abbreviated, as 
was probably the case with 'I7JO'ov~ in P. Ryl. 

Gk. 457. 

VI 

There is nothing either in the text itself or 
in the other papyri found with it to suggest In 

further R. H. Charles, The Decalogue, pp. xiii sq., and 
S. A. Cook, The Old Testament (Cambridge, 1936), p. 38, 
and for spacing in Hebrew MSS., ibid., p. 23. 
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what circle of society this copy of Deuteronomy 
was written or used; unless the presence of such 
a heterogeneous collection of texts points to the 
conclusion that the milieu in which it originated 
was not exclusively Jewish. That it was, how
ever, in Jewish possession, may be taken for 
granted, especially as there is such abundant 
evidence of the activities of the Jews in Egypt 
at this period.1 After the Greeks, they formed 
the most important element in the foreign popu
lation of Egypt at this period. Not only was 
there a considerable Jewish community in Alex
andria; in the country side as well Jews are 
found as soldiers and farmers. Their settlement 
in the Fayum, the province from which this 
papyrus may come, is vouched for by the 
papyri; 2 and in view of the possibility that this 
copy of Deuteronomy may have been meant for 

1 See the references in Wilcken, Grundzuge, E. Bevan, 
The Ptolemaic Dynasry (especially pp. 1 II - II4): also 
A. N. Modona in Aegyptus, II, pp. 253-275, III, 19-43. 

2 For some additional evidence on this point, see 
P. Teb. 	III, 817, introd. 
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use in a synagogue, it may be noticed that 
we know of the existence of two synagogues in 
this province, one in Crocodilopolis, the capital, 
another in Alexandrou N esos, a small village on 
the western edge of the province. l As yet there 
is no evidence of the existence of a synagogue 
at Tebtunis, which has provided us with so 
much cartonnage, although Jews are not in
frequently mentioned in the papyri from that 

site. 
Of this Jewish settlement in Egypt the most 

important consequence-at any rate in the realm 
of religion and literature-was the translation 
of the Hebrew Scriptures in Alexandria. To 
the controversy surrounding the origin of the 

1 Bevan's note (op. cit., p. 112) is misleading. Thus 
the synagogue referred to in P. Lille, ii, 35 (lately re
edited by O. Gueraud as no. 30 in his Enteuxeis) was 
not, as Bevan says, at Magdola, but at Alexandrou 
Nesos; similarly that referred to in P. Teb. 86 was not 
in Kerkeosiris, but in Crocodilopolis. And Xenephyris, 
so far from being in the FayUm, was a village in the 
Delta not far from the modern Damanhour, if. S. Reinach 
in Revue des Etudes Juives, 66 (1913), p. 135· 
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Septuagint 1 this papyrus has little contribution 
to make, for it is almost universally accepted 
that there are no good grounds for doubting 
that the Pentateuch at least was translated dur
ing the third century and probably in the reign 
of Philadelphus.2 Possibly the fact that we find 
a copy of it in some Egyptian village some 
hundred years or so after the translation was 
made may support the view of those who hold 
that the translation was due not so much to the 
scholarly interests of Philadelphus (as the ordinary 
form of the story would have us believe) as to 
the needs of the Jewish community. But it 
does make still less tenable the somewhat Im
probable views of Gaster,3 who has argued that 

1 For a discussion of these problems, see Swete, Intro
duction to the Old Testament in Greek, pp. 1-28, and H. G. 
Meecham, The Oldest Version of the Bible (London, 1932). 

2 It may be noted that our oldest authorities, Aristeas, 
Philo, Josephus, and, later, St. Jerome, do not assert that 
more than the Pentateuch was translated at this time. 
For a statement of the evidence and discussion, see 
Meecham, op. cit., chapter iii. 

3 Advanced in his Schweich Lectures for 1923, The 
Samaritans: if. Meecham, pp. 145 sq. 
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the translation was not made in Egypt at all 
( on the grounds that the Jews would not have 
forgotten their mother tongue and that the LXX 
would not have supplanted the Hebrew), and of 
Graetz, l who was of the opinion that the trans
lation was not made until the reign of Philo
metor (182- I 46 B.C.). 

VII 
It is surprIsmg, if we consider how little of 

the manuscript has survived, what definite results 
as to the character and affini ties of the text 
are yielded by these fragments. Briefly stated, 
the result is that this papyrus makes still more 
difficult a view which other discoveries have done 
much to shake and which, formerly associated 
with the name of Hort, was the basis of the 
Cambridge Septuagint, namely that the Codex 
Vaticanus (B) "on the whole presents the version 
of the Septuagint in its relatively oldest form." 2 

1 See Meecham, pp. 164 sq. 
2 Swete, op. cit., p. 486, and The Old Testament in Greek, 

vol. i, p. xi. But it must be noted that Swete points 
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But before discussing this further, it would be 
as well to tabulate the evidence which leads to 
this conclusion. The text has been collated with 
the invaluable edition of Brooke and McLean: 1 

the principal MSS. for this part of Deuteronomy 
are, besides B, the Codex Alexandrinus (A), 
with which are generally associated in these 
passages the Ambrosianus (F), the Coislianus 
(M) and the Basiliano-Vaticanus (N), and the 
Washington MS. (8). The result of the collation, 
details of which will be found in the notes, is as 
follows :

out (p. 487) that it would be an error to suppose that 
this holds good for every context and even every book, 
and quotes Burkitt (p. 488) to the effect that B cannot 
claim to transmit to us an unrevised text of the KO'v1J 
EK80a,S'. Again, on p. 489, he remarks: "The citations 
of the LXX in the N.T. and by Christian writers of 
the first three centuries often support the readings of A 
with a remarkable unanimity." 

1 The Old Testament in Greek, vol. i, part iii, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy (Cambridge, IgII). For the colla
tion of the British Museum Sahidic MS., see part iv, 
pp. xi sq. 
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Readings not recorded in any other MS 4 (5) 1 

Agreements with A and e against B 7 (8) 
Agreements with A against Band e 2 

Agreements with (>;) against B and A 2 

Agreements with A and B against e I 

Agreements with @ and B against A 2 

Thus on II (12) occasions P. Ryl. Gk. 458 is in 
agreement with @, on 10 (II) with A, and on 
only three with B, while its disagreement with 
B are five times as numerous as its agreements/ 
The new readings are discussed in the notes; 
here it may be noticed that one at least, E1TEA.()'q() 

in 1. 4, has a claim to consideration on linguistic 
grounds. In 1. 28 another, the omission of UE, 

supports the Hebrew and the Armenian version 
against most of the tradition. But they are 
not of sufficient importance to give an inde

1 The figure in brackets gives the total of readings 
of this class inclusive of probable but not certain supple
ments to the text. 

2 It should be pointed out that especially in frag
ment (b) one disagreement with B really involves a 
second-there are three very close together-and to this 
extent the figures may be misleading. 
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pendent character to the text; P. Ryl. Gk. 458 
aligns itself fairly clearly with A and @, a fact 
of some interest when we remember that it is 
some six hundred years younger than the elder of 
these two MSS. It is particularly unfortunate 
that this section of Deuteronomy is missing in 
the Chester Beatty codex of Numbers and Deuter
onomy which occupies a place in time half
way between our MS. and the great uncials. 
Yet the evidence of this codex (963), as analysed 
by Kenyon,1 on the text of the first half of 
Deuteronomy, is extremely interesting and per
haps relevant to our conclusions. Kenyon's 
findings are as follows: (I) compared with the 
same MS. of Numbers, the number of singular 
or sub-singular readings is ten times as great; 
(2) in this book the MS. has least affinity with 
B: in Numbers it has most; (3) its closest ally 

is the Codex Sarravianus (G)-not extant for 

our part of Deuteronomy-and (4) its disagree

ments with B outweigh its agreements. The 


1 The Chester BeatD' Biblical Papyri, fasc. v, pp. xi sq. 
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result, taken together with the analysis of our 
fragment, is striking and suggests that the Chester 
Beatty text of Deuteronomy may have been very 
close to that of P. Ryl. Gk. 458. Elsewhere the 
same authority has pointed out/ in writing of 
the British Museum Sahidic MS. (Orient. 7594), 
that "with 963 and 8, it agrees decidedly with 
AF rather than with B, a consensus of early 
evidence that goes far to support the A text 
rather than the B in this book." (It should, 
perhaps, have been pointed out above that P. 
Ryl. Gk. 458 shares none of the peculiar readings 
of the Sahidic MS.) This view can now claim 
the support of a MS. some three hundred years 
earlier even than 963, and although, as Kenyon 
remarks, what is true of the text of one book 
in a MS. is by no means necessarily true of 
another book (Chester Beatty Papyrus vi is itself 
a striking example of this), yet the evidence 
suggests that here at least the text of B represents 
a revised version of the KOtv~ {K8oen'; which may 

1 Recent Developments, p. 109. 
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be relatively well preserved in A. Thus our first 
glimpse of the text of the Septuagint, some hun
dred years after the original translation was made, 
reveals that a text approximating to that of one 
of the great families was already in existence; then 
for three hundred years the history of the LXX 
text disappears and when it again emerges into 
the light with the Chester Beatty papyri, it is 
significant that it is the A text rather than the B 
that is predominant in the Book of Deuteronomy,l 

(a) xxiii, 24 (26)-xxiv, 3. 10'7 X 4'5 em. 

([OU [Kat UUAAetEt~ ev Tat~ xepUtV UTa-] 

XUS' Kat 8p€7T"~[vov ou p:'1 e7rt{3aA:'1~ e1rt] 

TOV a}L!l[Tov TOU 7rAllu£Ov uou eav] 

qe e7reAOllS' e[t~ TOV a}L7reA6)Va TOU] 

5 [7rA]llUWV Uf!'! cpa[Yll uTacpuAllv ouov] 

[o/u]¥ll uou ~[AJnU[OHll HS' 8e ayyoS'] 

[0] UK ev{3t;I[A€tS' eav 8e Tt~ Aa{3ll yv-] 


[vat] Ka Kat UVVO[tK"1Ull aVTll Kat eUTat] 


[ea] v }L"1 evpll x[aptv evaVTtov avrov] 
. . 
1 t'd., p. tOI. 
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10 	 [OTt] ~,!PEV EV ~[VT1] aUX1J/.J.ov 7rpaYJLa 

[Kat] f'pao/EL a'![T1] /3t/3AtOV a7rOUTa-] 

[Ut]C!V [Kat 8wUEL EL~ Ta~ XELpa~ aVT1J~] 

[K]at Eta7rOU[TEAEL aVT1]V EK T1]~ OtKta~] 

aVTOV Kat [a7rEABovua YEV1JTat av-]0 

15 	 [8pt ETE]p'Wt [Kat JLtU1]U1] aVT1]V 0 a-] 

[V1JP 0 EUX]':lTc![~ KTAo ] 

(b) 	xxv, 1-30 8 x 8·4 cm. 
[8t-] 

Kawv Kat KaTayvWU![V TOV aUE/3ov~] 

[K]~t EUTat Eav a~![o~ 1] 7rA1]yWV 0 aUE-] 

[f31]]~ Kat KaBm aVTOV E~{aVTtOv] 

20 [avr]~v . Kat JLaUTtywutv [aVTOV EVaVTt-] 

[OV avJrwv KaTa T1]V aUE'?[ELaV aVTOV] 

[aptBJLW] t TEuuapaKl!l!Ta [JLaUTtYWUOV-] 

[utv aVTO] v ov 7rpouB1]uov[ UtV Eav 8E] 

[7rpouBw]UtV JLaUTtyw[uat aVTOV KTAo] 


(c) xxvi, 12. 	 409 x 203 cm. 

25 	 [T1] X1]pa Kat] CP~YOV[Tat EV Tat~ 7r0-] 

[AEUtV UOV] Kat ~~7rA1]uB1]uOVTat KTAo] 

(d) xxvi, 17-190 	 4 x 50 4 cm. 
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[T1]~ cpWV]!7~ aVT~[V] ~~[t KVptO~ EtAaTO 

[UE U1]JLEp]~V YEVEUBat avr[w Aaov 7rEpt-] 

[ovutOv K] aBa7rEp EL7rEV cpVAa[UUELV 7ra-] 

30 	 [ua~ Ta~ EV]ToAa~ avrov Ka[t ELvat UE] 
[V7rEpav]~ 7!aVTWV [T]WV EBv~[v W~] 

[E7rOt1]UE]l;' UE OVOJLaUTOV K[at KaVX1]JLa] 

(e) 	 xxviii, 31-330 50 7 x 1·8 cm. 
[Ta 7rpo/3aTa uov 8]E80JLE[va TOt~ EXBpOt~] 

[UOV Kat OVK EUT]~t UO! ~ ,?[01]Bwv Ot VWt] 

35 	 [Kat at BvyaTE]pE~ 8E9[oJLEVat ~BvEL] 

[ETEPWt Kat Ot ocp] BaAJLOt [UOV Oo/OVTat] 

[ucpaKEAt(OVTE~ EL~] ~VTa Ka[t OVK tUXV-] 

[UEL 1] XELP (UOV) Ta EKCPOph~ T!7[~ Y1J~ uov Kat] 

[7raVTa~ TOV~ 7rOVOV~ UO]V cp[aYETat EBvo~] 

40 [0 OVK E7rtUTaUat K]':l! ~q-[1] a8tKoVJLEVO~ KTAo] 

U nplaced Fragments 0 

(f) 	] 0 ~~ 0 [ 

l! XWVE[ 
(g) ] 0 [ 0 ] 0 [ 

] 0 EVP.[ 

45 (h) 	 ]~v[ 

]~ 0 ~,!o [ 

] 0 0 [ 
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1. 	 This line as it stands is rather longer than the rest: 
that the Ka, was omitted (with some of the versions) is 
unlikely, as it is retained in the parallel passage 1. 19· 
One of the cursives, i*, reads Tfj XE'pt and this may 
have been the reading of our text. I t is to be 
noted that in placing cl'TaXl)s after tV'Tais xepu[v, P. Ryl. 
Gk. 458 agrees with all the uncials against the Ethio
pic and Bohairic versions and Eusebius. But the 
length of the line makes it very probable that it 
agrees with k and I in omitting 0'01) after XEpO'tV. 

2. 	 This line appears to project into the margin more 
than the others, whereas 3 is inset. 

3. 	 In reading em 'TOV ap:rrrov P. Ryl. Gk. 458 agrees with 
N~FMN8 and the cursives against the tTr' ap:rrrov of B. 

4. 	 The reading E'tf'€A(J-qS, peculiar to P. Ryl. Gk. 458, is 
of some interest, since tTr£PxoJLa, is the terminus technicus 
in the papyri for trespassing, making an illegal entrance, 
and as such occurs frequently in documents of the 
Ptolemaic period: whereas Elu£PX0/L«' (Elu£)'6ns is 
the reading of all MSS. here) in legal language 
denotes to proceed against or make claims against in 
a court Q/ law. Thus the reading of our text is 
interesting evidence of the influence of the ordinary 
terminology of the period. 

6. 	 In reading 1/rox:rJ our text is supported only by Aa. 
and some cursives,J, I, n,Y. Subsequently all MSS. 
(with the exception of1, which reads lJLTrA'I]0'6fJ) give 
lJLTrA'I]0'6fjva, : TrA'I]0'6fjva£ may have been the reading of 
P. Ryl. Gk. 458, but, with the preceding nominative, 
TrA'I]0'6El'l] is more likely. On this passage, Driver 
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writes that the Hebrew is nearer to the text of B 
than to that of P. Ryl. Gk. 458: but that the Heb
rew infinitive (" thou shalt eat grapes according to 
thy soul thy being filled") is so awkward that it is 
generally thought to be a gloss. He suggests that 
our text may be an attempt to simplifY it by sub
stituting a finite verb, much as the Syriac (" until 
thy soul (is) being satisfied") tries to do. 

7. 	 In reading EII,8a[AE's. P. Ryl. Gk. 458 agrees with B 
(lJLf3aMis) and other MSS. against Aa F* and a few 
curslVes. 

10. 	 €I)PEII: so B and other MSS. (including 8) against 
the EVp'l]Kev of AaFMN and a number of cursives. 

1 I. 8 and M, together with some cursives, read 'Ypar/rn 
here.. 

14. 	 It seems probable that the scribe only punctuated 
at the end of a verse, as here after aV'TOv: the space 
between it and the following is larger than isKa£ 

usual. 
19. 	 Here P. Ryl. Gk. 458 has a somewhat remarkable 

agreement with 8 in its reading aueMs. supported also 
by a number of cursives, including 54, 75 and 134: 
all other uncials read aue,8wv. 

20. 	 Between the a and 0' of JLaO"T,")'Wu~ a dot is visible: 
apparently the scribe wrote JLa'T, then corrected the 
'T to a 0', erasing the left horizontal stroke of the 'T. 
and the dot (which can be seen in the photograph) 
is the hook of the original 'T. 

20. 	 sqq. The text of this and of the following lines 
now in agreement with AFMN8, and now pro
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viding new readings of its own, differs so markedly 
from that of B that before discussing the readings in 
detail it may be as well to give the text, considerably 
shorter than ours, supplied by B. Continuing from 

f • fJ ~ B d (J - " , I _\- ~ II \o aaE WV, rea s: I<a tEtS av'TOV EVaV'TWV allTwv. I<at 

ap,(JpJp 'TEaaEpaI<OV'Ta p.a.a-rtywaovaw alhov, OV 1Tpoa(J~aovaw • 
faV 3E 1Tpoa9fis p,aa-r'ywaa, I<'TA. 

(i) In reading I<a, before l<a(J'Et(s) P. Ryl. Gk. 458 
agrees with AFMN against Band @. 

(ii) l<a(J'E' is peculiar to P. Ryl. Gk. 458. The 
only variants noted to I<a(he'is are the l<a(JlO'TJs of I and 
Cyril and the constituent (or -unt) of the Armenian 
and Ethiopic versions. 

(iii) Whereas Breads EvaV'TWV aVTwv, AFM@ and 
the versions give ~vaV'T' 'TWV I<pLTWV and then add, as 
does P. Ryl. Gk. 458, I<a~ p,aa-rtywaovaw aVTov. Neither 
of these texts can have been that of P. Ryl. Gk. 458, 
but in sense it is closer to the reading of AFM@. 
After EV[a.V'TWV it seems best to supply aVT]ov (or EaVT]ov) , 

as suggested by Driver; it is, however, short and 
EV[aV'TWV I'TOV Aa]ov would fill the space a little better, 
but though this phrase is found in Deut. x, I I, the 
sense is different and there is no support for its 
presence here: whereas aVTOV = aVTOU corresponds to 
the WaV'Tt TWV I<Pt'TWV of AFM@. For the sense of the 
text of P. Ryl. Gk. 458 must be "for he (sc. the 
judge) shall cast him (the offender) down in his 
(the judge's) presence." Both the Hebrew and the 
Syriac Peshitta provide an interesting parallel to 
this version (for what follows I am indebted to 
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Driver) : in this and the following lines the Peshitta 
has "if the guilty be guilty of chastisement, the 
judge shall cast him down and they shall scourge 
him according to the due of his folly." Similarly 
the text implied by the Hebrew is: faV a~ws V1TA7JYWV 
• • fJ' , (J - ( th It.!.)'" , ,o aaE 7JS I<at I<a Ln or ra er l<av"aEt aVTOV 0 I<P'T7JS l<aL 

I ,\' I ,.... \ \ "Q ( •p,aa-r,ywaEt aVTOV EvaV'TWV aVTOV l<a'Ta T7JV aaEt'EtaV av-

TOU) ap,(JpJp 'TEaaEpaI<OV'Ta I<'TA. Thus P. Ryl. Gk. 458, 
unlike the Hebrew, leaves the subject of l<a(JLEL unex
pressed, but agrees with both Hebrew and Peshitta 
in placing the verb in the 3rd, not in the 2nd, 
person singular, while both have a word to corre
spond to ev[aV'T'ov aVT]ov. Alternatively, it would 
be possible to read l<aL l<a(Jm <S > aVTOV ev[aV'TL TOV I 
I<ptT]OV: but though this would be a little closer to 
AFM@, it is not safe to assume gratuitous error in 
the MS. 

(iv) p,aa-r'ywaw must be a scribal error for p,aa-r,yw

<aou>aw, as it is clear from the other verbs that 
a future was intended here. 

(v) After p,aa-rLyw<aov>aw (1. 20), P. Ryl. Gk.458 
agrees with AFMN@, the versions and most of the 
cursives in reading €vaV'TWV av'TWV l<a'Ta T7JV aa€fJnav aVTOV ; 

the whole clause is unrepresented in B. It may be 
noted that P. Ryl. Gk. 458 may well have read [€vav

Tt aV]'Twv--it would suit the space rather better
and that the large space left after av]rwv suggests 
that l<aTa T7JV aaEfJ[€tav aVTou] belongs to the following 
rather than to the preceding sentence. 

(vi) In 1. 22 P. Ryl. Gk. 458 certainly omitted the 
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KaL before apt8/LWt. found in B, but omitted by AFMN@ 
and the versions. 
Here again P. Ryl. Gk. 458 agrees with AFMN@ 24· 

and other authorities in reading 1TpoafJwaw against B's 
1Tpoa8fjs: and I have followed these MSS. in supply
ing avrov in this line (omitted by B). 

It may be noted that the Syriac Peshitta also has 
"when they add" and the Hebrew" he shall not 
add" : the singular verb in the Hebrew is probably 
due to Massoretic vocalisation, as in early unvocal
ised texts singular and plural forms of the verb were 
hardly distinguished (Driver). 

26. 	 In the supplement I have followed AFMN@ and 
their allies rather than B's Ef}t/>pav8~aoV'Tat. 
It is probable that KUpWS was written in full, i.e. that27· 
the scribe did not employ the theological con
tractions almost universal in later MSS. If he had 
written KS there would be only 24 letters in the line, 
whereas the average number of letters in a line is 
27. Similar calculations in the case of P. Ryl. Gk. 
457 (see An Unpublished Fragment of the Fourth Gospel, 
p. 18) led to the conclusion that there also nomina 
sacra were written in full. Unfortunately in both 
cases conclusive proof is lacking; but it looks as 
though the practice, whatever its origin, did not 
become general till the second century A.D. 

28. 	 The omission of a£ after ')'£VEafJat is of some interest, 
for while all uncials agree in reading it, it is not in the 
Hebrew text, which has simply" to be" (Driver), 
and is also absent from the Armenian version and 
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the cursives agknx* and in the texts of Philo and 
Clement. It is at least evidence that such a reading, 
which might have been thought to be, in Greek 
MSS., ofcomparatively late origin, is, even ifwrong, 
of considerable antiquity. 

30. 	 The fact that elsewhere P. Ryl. Gk. 458 consistently 
follows AFMN@ and other MSS. in preferring the 
longer version makes it very likely that 1Taaas (omitted 
by B) was inserted before TaS £V'TOAas: it also fills 
the space better. 

33. 	 A new column begins with this fragment. In this 
column the lines are slightly longer than in pre
ceding columns: the average number of letters to 
a line is 29. 

34. 	 0 fJo7J8wv: omitted by B. The length of the line 
makes it highly probable that P. Ryl. Gk. 458 
omitted aou after UWt as it certainly did after 8vyaT£p£s 
in 1. 35. For this latter omission it has the support 
of the second corrector of F: for the former there 
is no other authority. We should expect both to be 
written or both to be omitted: probably this may 
be claimed as a new, if unimportant, variation for 
P. Ryl. Gk. 458. 

36. 	 Reasons of space as well as the general affinity of 
the MS. make it fairly probable that the papyrus 
read or/JoV'Tat with FGMNe and most of the cursives 
rather than fJ..\Er/JoV'Tat with B: it is in any case 
preferable to the ;O'OV'Tat-equally suitable as far as 
the space goes-of A. 

37. 	 As usual, P. Ryl. Gk. 458 agrees with AFMNe 
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and 	the versions against B and reads lea£ before 
OVIe WXVO'€L. 

44. 	 If some part of EVplnleW is to be recognised here, this 
fragment cannot stand in close relation to any of 
the others, as, except in xxiv, I, the text of which is 
preserved in (i), the word is not found. It does, 
however, occur in xxii frequently and in xxviii, 2. 
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FRAGMENT OF A TESTIMONY BOOK 

P. Ryl. Gk. 1fio. Acquired in 1917. I I·4 x 14-I em. 
Fourth century A.D. Written on papyrus tif poor 
quality in reddish-brown ink. Provenance: prob
ably the Fayum. 

THIS manuscript, part of a double leaf of a 
papyrus codex from which both the top and 
bottom are missing, consists of verses from dif
ferent parts of the Septuagint; and, as is the 
case with not a few of the literary papyri in the 
Rylands collection, it has been found to be part 
of a manuscript, other fragments of which have 
made their way to another collection. In 1923 
two fragments of a papyrus codex were edited 
by G. Rudberg in Videnskapsselskapets Forhandlinger,) 
1923 (2), under the title Septuaginta Fragmente 
and were later republished as no. I I of Papyri 
Osloenses II; from the photograph accompany
ing the original publication it was evident that 
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P. Ryl. 460 belonged to the same MS., and a 
closer examination revealed that P. Oslo I I fro I 

forms the upper part of folio i, and P. Oslo I I 

fro 2 the upper part of folio ii of our text, thus 
confirming the conjecture of their original editor 
that both Oslo fragments were part of the same 
sheet. The Oslo fragments do not quite touch 
the Rylands papyrus at any point, although in 
neither folio is the gap more than a single line 
in depth; that the collocation is correct is, I 
think, conclusively proved by the OVULV of 1. 12 

and the VO~ of 1. 62, both of which complete the 
verses extant in the Oslo papyrus and cannot be 
related to the subsequent extracts in the Rylands 
papyrus. For the sake of completeness the Oslo 
fragments are, with Dr. Eitrem's kind permission, 
reprinted here; 1 they are underlined to distinguish 
them from the R ylands text. 

As rearranged the combined texts contain the 
following extracts from the Old Testament:

1 The text followed is that in P. Oslo 1 I, a little more 
complete than that of the original publication. 

FRAGMENT OF A TESTIMONY BOOK 

Folio i recto Isaiah xlii, 3, 4· 
Isaiah lxvi, 18, 19. 

Folio i verso Isaiah Iii, 15. 
Isaiah liii, 1-3. 

Folio ii verso Isaiah liii, 6-7 and 11-12. 

Folio ii recto An unidentified verse. 
Genesis xxvi, 13, 14. 
II Chronicles i, 12. 

Deuteronomy xxviiii, 8 and 1 I. 

This order may seem peculiar in that Isaiah lxvi 
precedes Isaiah Iii; but it has the advantage of 
placing next to each other the two extracts from 
Isaiah liii and the alternative method of arranging 
the pages, i.e. beginning with folio ii verso would 
result in greater disturbance of the proper order 
and would, moreover, be contrary to the obvious 
crease in the fold of the papyrus. That any other 
leaves intervened between folio i and folio ii is 
possible but hardly likely, as the quotation from 
Isaiah liii, 6 probably followed directly on that 
of Isaiah liii, 3; in the absence of numeration 
proof is impossible. 

The Oslo fragments were described by their 
first editor as a Texthuch fur kultische Zweck, the 
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book to be written, that its influence is to be traced not 
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property of some poor Christian community In 

Egypt, and the editors of the Oslo papyri write 
that "Isaiah combined with Genesis suggests that 
the book was meant for liturgical use." But it 
is difficult to see how a collection of apparently 
random extracts could serve a liturgical purpose 

and the addition of the new fragments suggests 
a different solution. Anthologies, especially of 
passages of a gnomic or moral character, were 
popular in the ancient world and fragments of 
them have been found among papyri; 1 but the 
anthologist of these verses from the Septuagint 
probably had a more definite purpose. The 
verses from Isaiah include part of the famous 
Messianic passages from chapters Iii and liii, 
and all the other extracts in this papyrus, if not 
exactly Messianic in character, can, I think, be 
related to the history either of Christ or of Chris
tianity. Thus the verses from Genesis become 
intelligible when the beginning of v. 13, which 

1 Cj. Schubart, Einfiihrung in die Papyruskunde, 7I and 

FRAGMENT OF A TESTIMONY BOOK 

must have stood at the foot· of the preceding 
column, i.e. just after Isaiah liii, 7, is replaced: 

, • .1. 'f} • .. f} 'Q ' Kat V'I'OJ TJ 0 all pOJ11'or; Kat 11'po,...awOJII 

This verse, written of Isaac, would allow of the 
same sort of allegorical interpretation as is applied 
to Numbers xxi, 9 in John iii, 14-the keyword 
is the same in both cases, vt/1oOJ-and the rest of 
the passage takes its colour from the opening 
words. The passages from II Chronicles and 
Deuteronomy admit, if less obviously, of a similar 
interpretation, and the verses from Isaiah lxvi 
clearly can be regarded as prophetic of Pentecost. 
(Verses 18 and 19 of this chapter are cited by 
Cyprian, Testimonia, ii, 2 I; the heading of the 
section is Qyam gentes magis in Christum crediturae 
essent.) In fact, what we have is part of a Book 
of Testimonies,1 a collection of extracts from the 

1 I have to thank Dr. H. I. Bell for referring me to 
the standard work on the subject, Testimonies, by Rendel 
Harris and V. Burch (2 vols., Cambridge, 1916 and 
1920), to which I am much indebted. Dr. Harris' main 
theses, that a Testimony Book was the first Christian 
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Old Testament designed to prove the witness of 
the writers of the Old Testament to the truth 
of the Christian religion. Two such works have 
come down to us from antiquity, the Testimonia 
of St. Cyprian and the Testimonia adversus Judaeos 
attributed to St. Gregory of Nyssa. That the 
book of which these papyrus fragments form a 
part was distinct from both of these works, may 
be inferred from the fact that, apart from the 
quotations from Isaiah Iii and liii which would 
inevitably find a place in any such collection, 
none of the other verses is employed either by 
St. Cyprian or St. Gregory. Further, they do 
not appear among the passages discussed or cited 
in Testimonies, and this, together with the fact 
that there is no trace of the introductory for
mulas which, in Dr. Harris' view, occasionally 
took the place of the initial words of a quotation 
from the Old Testament, suggests that it is not 

only in the Fathers, but throughout the New Testament, 
and that it may be identified with the Logia attributed 
to St. Matthew and is still in existence, are not affected 
by the papyrus. 
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a fragment of tke Testimony Book desiderated by 
Dr. Harris. But there may well have been more 
than one anthology of this kind 1; nor, if the 
original Testimony Book was distinctly polemical 
in character and directed at first against the Jews 
and in later times against the Mohammedans, 
need we assume that this book was of the same 
type. More probably it was simply a collection 
of" prophetic" passages from the Old Testament 
such as any devout Christian might possess, and 
in the fourth century, when our manuscript was 
written, the need for polemics against the Jews 
would be less than in the second. In one respect 
this discovery confirms a remark of Dr. Harris 
(op. cit., i, p. I) when he writes that it is " a priori 
probable that they would be little books of wide 
range, " and compares them to the Pocket Bible 

1 It is interesting to note that Dr. A. Lukyn Williams, 
in Chapter I, "The Earliest Books ofTestimonies," ofhis 
Adversus Judaeos (Cambridge, 1935), writes (p. 6) that 
there is "no direct evidence for the existence of 'one 
Book of Testimonies par excellence," and again (p. 7) 
"in fact there is every probability that there was not 
only one Book of Testimonies, but several." 
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carried by Cromwell's soldiers; the range of 
the passages quoted here is wide enough and 
the exceptional narrow format of the book 
(although its height was quite considerable) has 
already been discussed by G. Rudberg, op. cit. 
(who gives examples of MSS. of similar design). 

The size of the book cannot be precisely 
determined as the bottom of both pages is 
mIssmg. But probably not much is lost; only 
one line is needed to complete the quotation 
from Isaiah at the bottom of folio ii verso, two 
lines would be adequate for the opening words 
of Genesis xxvi, 13 and the title would occupy 
the space of another two lines. Another extract 
may have intervened, but I think we may 
reckon with a column of c. 30 lines to the 
page and, with an existing top margin in the 
Oslo fragments of 4 cm., we may calculate that 
the book would have been some 28 cm. in 
height and I 1 cm. in width (of which a full line 
of text would occupy only 5 cm.).l Rudberg, 

1 For this type of book, if. Schubart, Das Buch,2 

131 sq. and 186: there are grounds for thinking that 
codices of this format are of relatively early date. 
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after pointing out that the papyrus is rough and 
of poor quality, remarks that the hand is a 
"gute Buchschrift"; but with this description 
I cannot agree, for though large and clear, the 
hand is crude and irregular, with the letters slant
ing now in one direction, now in another. In 
general style it resembles that of P. Oxy. 209, 
a copy of Romans i, 1-7 (according to the 
editors, the work of a schoolboy), which can be 
dated in the early fourth century. Our text 
maybe assigned to the same period, and as the 
Oslo fragments were purchased in the Fayum, 
the Fayum is the most likely place of origin. 
The usual theological contractions occur, and in 
place of final a short stroke is commonlyII 

added above the preceding vowel. Stops have 
been added by the first hand, with the exception 
of that in 1. 12, which, with the mark against 
1. 15, is in black ink. The rest of the manu
script is written in a reddish-brown ink which 
is better preserved in the Oslo fragments than 
in the R ylands text. The end of a quotation 
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is marked by a stop, followed in 1. 12 by a 
short horizontal line; there is no trace of sub
ject headings. 

It is not to be expected that the text of such 
a manuscript would be of any importance for 
textual criticism; neither its omissions (as in 1. 17 
and 1. 24) or additions (as in 1. 49) are of any 
significance, although a tendency to disagree 
with Vaticanus (B) may be noticed, e.g. 15, 45, 
95. The textual notes attached to P. Oslo I I 

have not been repeated: those relating to the 
R ylands fragment will be found after the text. 

Folio i Recto 

TEBpaU<TfL€~~[V ou] Isaiah xlii, 3 

<TVVTpL'llfEt Kat A[tVO] 

Ka7TVt(OfLE~[OV] 

OU <T/3E<TEL' aAA[a ELf] 

5 aA1]BEtaV E~[Ot<TEL] 

Kpt<TtV ava[Aaw] 4 

FRAGMENT OF A TESTIMONY BOOK 

E7Tt T1]f [Y1]f KPt<Tt V] 

IO [Kat E7Tt TOO ovofLan] 

[auTou] ~~[111] EA7Tt-] 
Isaiah lxvi, 18OU<TtV ·-Ka[yoo Ta E-] 


pya aVTOO[V Kat TOV] 


Aoyt<TfLO[V aVTOOv] 


15 XE7Tt<TTafL[at] 

EPXo~t C[~~[ayaYEtv] 
7Ta<Taf Taf yAOO[<T<Taf] 


K.. 1]~OU<TtV Kat ot[011-] 


Tat T1]1I ao~a[v] 

1920 fLOU Kat KaAEL[too] 


E7T aVTOOJI <T1]fLEt[011] 


Kat a7TO<TTEAoo [EEl 


aVTOOJI C[~C[[OO<TfLEJlOUf] 


ELf 9ap<TE[tf Kat • • .] 


25 Kat MoC[oX [Kat ELf 90-] 


BEA Ka[t ELf T1]II] 


[E]~a[aa ] 


Folio i Verso 
Isaiah Iii, I 5[O"'O]~Tat Kat Ot 
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30 	 [1]]~OUUtv, K€ Ttr Isaiah liii, I 	 Folio ii Verso 
[ €,11"] tUTEUUEv T1] aKO

aUTOV ~ta Tar 	 Isaiah 1iii, 6I

[1]] WlbJV Kat 0 {3pa

eXt]oov KV TtVt 

[a7rE]KaAu4>01] 

35 [aV1]]YYEtAaJ.tE 2 

[EvaVTtO] II aUTOU 

[oor 7rat~tOIl oor pt- ] 

40 

45 

[(a Ell 1'1] ~t]twU1] 
[OUK EU}ftll Et~or 

[auToo O]~~E ~o~a 
[Kat Et~O]J.tEII auro 

[Kat OUK] ~tXEII Et~or 
[OU~]E KaAAor' aAAa 

[TO] Et~or aUrou aTt

(j.t] ~V Kat EKAt:t7rO 

[7r]~pa 7rallTar TOU 

3 

[Vtou]¥ TooV ~ 

[avor] EV 7rA1])'1] 

50 
[oov Kat] Ell 7rOVOO 

[K<; Et~]~r 4>EPElII 

(j.taAaKt]av o[Td 

58 

aJUXpTtar 1]fWJ 

~ta TO KEKa[Koou-] 7 

55 	 Oat OUK avotY[~t] 


TO UTOJ.ta a[UTOU] 


oor {3po{3~[TOil] 


E7r~4>aY.1]~II1]Xthj] 
Kat oor a/;L[vor] 

60 	 EVaIlTt[Oil TOU] 

~~~[P]~~[Tor a4>oo-] 

IIOf" Kat Tar aJUXp-] II 

Ttar aUTOO[1I aUTOS'] 


aVOlUEt ~[ta TOurO] 12 


65 	 aUTor K~[1]povoJ.t1]-] 

UEl 7rOAAl?l!f ~<; [TooV] 

tUXUpoov J.tE[PtEt] 

UKUAa' avO[oov] 

7rapE~othj Et[S' Oa] , 
70 	 vaTOII 1] +uX[1]] 

aUTou Kat E~ [TOtr] 

alloJ.to![r] ~~[oytu01]] 

Kl'ft aUT[ or aJ.tapTtar] 

59 
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?TOAAoov a[Jn}vEYKEV] 


75 [K,. 8t]t:t dar avop.tas] 


Folio ii Recto 

[p.H](ooV EYEVETO 

[oof o]v p.E[ya]f EYE

[VETO (T[p08pa EY~ 
[VETO aVTOO 

80 	 [KT1]Jn} 7T]po,8aTro 

[Kat KTl1V]" /3000 

[Kat YEooPy]ta ?TOAAa 

85 

[ 

[ 

[ 

] • ~t:t 

]aTof 

] • ~[ • ]Tt • 

[IIapaAH?TO[/fEvOO 

90 

[Tl1v (To¢ta] V K,. Til 

[(TVVE<TtV 8t] ~p.t (TIJ~ 
[Kat 7TAOVTOV] Kal 

[xpl1p.a]:t:t Kat 80
[tav 8]oo(TOO (TOt 
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I,
Genesis xxvi, 	13 


14 


II 

Ii 

II Chronicles i, 12 
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[6EVTE]pOVOP.tOlI 

[a7TO(TTE] AH 	KS E7Tt (TE Deuteronomy xxviii, 8 
[T1]V EU]Aoytall 	Ell TOlf 

95 [Tap.Hot]r 	(TOU Ell 7Ta(Tt 

[OU av E7Tt]/3a[A]l1f Tij 

[XElpa (TOU E7Tt] 'fl1f Yl1f 

[Kat 7TA118u] lIEl (TE K~ II 

[0 8f (TOU Etf 	a]ya8a 

100 [EV TOtf 	EKYO]VOlf :!1[f] 

15· 	 The papyrus agrees with N against the other MSS. 
in adding E1T£O'TaJ:La' after at/'Twv. The sign placed in 
the margin against this line is probably a form of 
the common -t- = wpa'iov; that it calls attention to 
the uncertain reading is not likely. 

17· 	 All MSS. insert 1Tavra TO. l0V'T/ Kat before 1Tauas. 
20. 	 Read Ka<Ta>A(f.£i{lw. 
22. 	 No other authority is cited for a1TO(]7"(f..:\W in place of 

19a1TOO'T(f.Mi. 

24· After 8apuEls the MSS. read Kal €PoliS Kal AoliS; one 
of the two has clearly been omitted in the papyrus. 

25· 	 Read 8of3(f.A. 
EK.:\(f.£1TO(V): so A and a later hand of Q; Breads45· 
EK.:\£1T()V. 

46. 	 Probably read TOV<S>; it is just possible that the 
scribe wrote the S in the next line, if. (f.lpya in 1. 12. 
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49· 	 lea, €II '1TOJIW. This addition, not found in any other 
MS., was probably transferred by the writer from 

~\ , (J • \ t • , \, \ ~v. 4: €lIoyu:rap,€ a aUTOII € IIa, €V '1TOllt:p lea, €V '1T1I1JYll. 
83 sq. It is fairly clear that the writer did not continue 

the passage from Genesis which runs E'~.\wuall St 
am-oil 01 tPv.\'O'T'£Lp,; these three lines probably con
tained a quotation from another book, the title of 
which-a short one, as it has left no traces-was 
written in the space between 82 and 83. 

93· 	 a'1TOO'T€A£'; so the versions and some of the cursives; 
the uncials read a'1TOO'T€t.\a,. 

95· 	 £11 '1Taut(II) : so AFM8 and the versions; E'1Tt '1Tc1vra B. 
leal before Ell '1Tiiuw is also omitted in the Bohairic 
and a few cursives. 
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